












EXHIBIT A 
Statement of Dr. Keith Humphreys 

 
 “I have examined this quote carefully: 
 
‘It is one of the biggest stories of our time and it was hiding in plain sight: How did the 
opioid epidemic overtake America? The prevailing narrative offered a too-easy 
scapegoat. Purdue Pharma in the 1990s unleashed an ostensible wonder drug, 
OxyContin, and addicted millions. But the epidemic took off after Purdue was brought to 
heel and fined $600 million. If not Purdue, who drove the epidemic? And why didn’t 
anyone stop them?’ 
  
There are two questions of fact here: (1) Were Purdue Pharma and OxyContin the focus 
of the “prevailing narrative” about the origins of the opioid epidemic?, and, (2) Did 
“millions” of people become addicted to OxyContin?  Let me address each in turn. 

  
1. There is no doubt at all that Purdue Pharma was at the heart of the prevailing 

narrative about the opioid epidemic.  The company and its product were the 
focus of the highest profile book of the early years of the epidemic: New York 
Times reporter Barry Meier’s Pain Killer.  Purdue was also the focus of 
countless other stories by journalists, and was the subject of one of the highest 
profile corporate malfeasance cases in history (not just in opioid-related 
litigation, but in anything).  In years of working in state legislatures and in the 
White House on the opioid issue, I heard policy makers and citizens invoke 
Purdue Pharma’s name more times than I can remember.  Just as importantly, 
I almost never heard anyone discuss the role of Johnson & Johnson, Teva, 
Cardinal, McKesson, and the other industry players until the last few years as 
states, cities, and counties began suing them. 

 
2. Turning from what the prevailing narrative was to whether or not it was 

accurate, it’s quite likely that “millions” of Americans did in fact become 
addicted to OxyContin. As noted in Dr. Art Van Zee’s widely-cited, peer-
reviewed, paper (“The promotion and marketing of OxyContin: Commercial 
triumph, public health tragedy” in The American Journal of Public Health), 
even by 2004, a total of 3.1 million Americans admitted that they had misused 
OxyContin at some point, and of course that number continued to increase in 
ensuring years.  Moreover, Van Zee was citing data from the federal 
government’s National Survey on Drug Use and Health, which is known to 
significantly understate the number of people who have misused 
opioids.  Using a different data source, another widely-cited, peer-reviewed 
paper, by Theodore Cicero and colleagues (“Trends in abuse of OxyContin 
and other opioid analgesics in the United States: 2000-2004” in The Journal of 
Pain) reported that OxyContin was the most widely abused opioid in the 
United States. So, this is not just about narrative, it is also about the reality of 
a particular medication causing enormous suffering to millions of Americans. 

  
I hope the information above is helpful.  Please contact me if I can be of further 
assistance.” 
 




